
	
	

The second most important performance factor for a trampoline is the springs. We 
believe we make the best springs available. Certainly they are the most carefully 
researched, most commonly emulated and most expensive to make. 

We started by reducing peak forces, and then redesigned our springs to match the 
power of today’s beds. Many, many hours of design and research, meticulous 
attention to detail and tests with many prototypes have resulted in an excellent 
understanding of what is required to produce a top quality trampoline spring. Most 
of our unique quality features, cannot be seen with the naked eye. 

One you can see is a safety feature. The hooks have been squeezed to move the 
sharp end of the wire inward in case you fall through the springs. Another is the 
tapered ends. This makes the hooks stronger and mitigates against the ends of 
the spring stretching out due to high speed loading when an athlete lands near a 
spring. This is no secret. 

Rebound Products bothers to make the best springs we can. The features you 
can’t see have not been copied, so we won’t tell you about those! 

At the 1996 and 2007 World Championships they proved that they are the best 
lasting springs ever supplied to a World Trampoline championships! Test of fire. 
Passed. 

Trampoline springs were our first product, and were developed for standard 
spacing and commonly available frames and beds. Hence they can be used on 
trampolines worldwide. The lifetime is excellent. They weigh a bit more than other 
common competition springs. They maintain tension well and give a bit smoother 
bottom, ideally complementing the low air resistance of our string bed. 

Our springs were instrumental in smoothing the bounce of common competition 
springs, which means after that part was copied, the feel and direction of throw 
now is almost identical to all competition springs worldwide. They are a good 
investment anytime, having saved some Clubs thousands of dollars. 

Since 2007 competition trampolines have grown more powerful, athletes are 
jumping higher and wearing the springs out faster. As our springs were already 
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made to withstand longer stretch they still hold up well. Rebound Products makes 
the only trampoline spring that can stand up to the demands of a wall trampoline. 

In 2014 after additional research we revised our springs to be slightly heavier to 
ensure we keep our superior lifetime with the more demanding performance 
requirements of today’s athletes and equipment. The smooth bounce has been 
retained. 

We were also the original producer of corner springs, which were designed to 
make trampolines much safer when an athlete lands near the edges or, more 
noticeably, in the corners of a bed. Corner springs are now in used on every 
competition trampoline. Our beds should be used with 12 corner springs. Web 
beds with corner rings use 8 corner springs, but are slightly safer with 12. Without 
corner springs an athlete who lands in the corner will find, as he depresses the 
bed well, that the standard springs would be so steep that their horizontal pull 
would no longer match the pull of the springs on the other side. This would move 
his feet toward the centre of the bed, making him lean outward. Not a pretty 
picture. This is one example of how Rebound Products has been leading 
competition trampoline development and safety Worldwide. 

Rebound Products has used our knowledge to also custom design the best 
possible springs for mini-tramps, double mini-tramps and power tracks. 10.4” 
Improves the safety in corners. Rebound invented them. Now a competition 
standard. 

 
Twelve corner springs are used per trampoline string bed, and 6 per DMT bed. 

118 Springs in total for Eurotramp frames / 112 Springs in total for Nissen frames. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



About Dave Ross – Trampoline Fanatic 

       

Rebound Products founder Dave Ross has been a Canadian national team 
trampoline coach since 1976, and was a competitive athlete himself for 20 years. 
He pioneered the 4 corner bungee system being the first athlete to do a 10 triples 
routine and also 100 different triple somersaults there. Dave with a Physics 
degree from Queens University, has a knack for mechanical engineering and a 
passion for Trampoline. He has spent years researching, designing AND 
TESTING trampoline equipment. In the relentless quest for a better bounce, 
details count. 

He is also the founder and head coach at Skyriders Trampoline Place which has 
produced 7  

Olympic Medals, including Canada’s only summer Olympic defending champion 
in any sport, ever, Rosie MacLennan with 2012 and 2016 Golds. 

Rebound Products is proud to have created a number of innovations in the 
Trampoline World. Actually the bulk of the equipment improvements in the last 30 
years. 

Since 1978 we have considered the conventional stitched trampoline bed 
technology as obsolete. This is because the lengthwise stitching used to hold a 
bed together also tears the widthwise webbing apart, resulting in about 6 times 
lower lifetime! Furthermore, when a string is worn or accidentally cut on a string 
bed, a new string can be easily spliced in with knots on the bottom of the bed, 
with the bed on the trampoline frame, so repairs are cheap and easy! In order to 
keep a string bed together there is more weaving, which means smaller holes 
(safer), a better feel on the feet, and also paint added to stiffen the strings. We 
did plenty of research in the early years to develop our beds to have a very 
similar bounce to traditional equipment, so our athletes could train on string beds, 
but still compete well on webbed beds. For most of that time, this was the 4/6mm 
webbed bed. There were still some small performance differences. The main 



difference was that the string bed weighed more, but had lower air resistance. So 
the bounce felt a bit different. To an athlete who did not depress the bed too far 
the power was similar to 4/6mm beds. To an athlete who really pushed the bed 
down there was slightly more power. This enabled both small and large athletes 
to compete successfully, which nicely complemented our adult sport. Also the 
trampolines’ power was not as dependent on spring tension, so the softer beds 
which older athletes prefer, were still powerful. Our athletes adapted from string 
to web beds in 2 to 6 weeks. In 1996, at Worlds, although very few athletes 
trained on string beds prior to the training days, the performance level was still 
very high. 

At the 2007 World Championships with Rebound Products again supplying the 
equipment, the sport had become Olympic, so many athletes trained on Rebound 
equipment prior to that event. This was because that meet was the qualifying 
event to the 2008 Olympic games. By this point with the development of the 
sport, and with the older age group involved in the open event, pretty much all 
athletes were powerful enough to get a better bounce from a Rebound Bed. 
Meanwhile between 1996 and 2007 our frames had undergone a significant 
improvement to include the introduction of double braced corners, which 
subsequently became the industry standard. The combined result was some 
amazing performances at the 2007 Worlds. In addition, due to our superior 
springs and diligent work by our staff who fine-tuned the trampolines every night 
during the event, the bounce remained very consistent over the training and 
competition days, resulting in a lower than usual incidence of failed routines. 
After that meet the international athletes went back home to train on 4/6mm beds 
and pretty much started complaining. With so many athletes saying the same 
thing, the big manufacturers started competing to produce the most powerful 
beds. So now we have the new competition reality with 4/5mm and 4/4mm 
webbed beds. 
Rebound Products responded initially by producing, from 2008 to 2015 a string 
bed with slightly increased power. This was achieved by opening up the space 
between strings. This new lighter, lower air resistance bed was very similar in 
power to the 5/4mm beds used at the 2012 Olympics. 

When it became apparent that the 4/4mm bed is the most common at 
competitions, we did a massive project involving many different weaves and then 
fine tuning with 11 actual full size prototype beds tested in the gym, to develop a 
string bed which would bounce and feel very close to a 4mm webbed bed. The 
final result has been sold since January 2016 and has had the new paint job 
required by 2017 competition rules since March of 2016. This new bed is very 
popular. The bounce speaks for itself. A smoother bounce, great power and great 
control. In gym comparisons with 4mm averaging over a range of athletes 
showed only minor power differences. The 4mm with higher 10 bounce times, 
while the new 2 string bed gave higher routine times. On top of the nice feeling 
on the feet and the superior lifetime, athletes who are recovering from injury can 
train longer on this more forgiving bed. Now the adaptation required to prepare 
for competitions on webbed beds is even shorter.  

We have believed since 1976, and proved in 1981 with an 8.4 by 14ft bed 
prototype trampoline, that the direction for evolution of competition trampolines is 
towards larger framed trampolines. 
Now we think the smoother bounce and wider sweet spot of such a device would 
be best provided using standard width beds and wider frame pads (and ropes to 
the springs under the pads) to also create additional safety sideways. We now 



sell such a trampoline with a non-folding frame. It is already a hit with wall 
trampoline professionals  

Changing international rules is not easy. Nevertheless, we will continue our quest 
for the perfect bounce. 

 

 

The Ultimate Springs to fit Eurotramps/Nissen frames are       
kept in stock for immediate delivery.  

Call Chelsea Fountain 07538 996222  

or e mail :  Chelsea.bearproducts@gmail.com 
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